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Upstream vs. Downstream

• Upstream and downstream profitability usually goes in opposite directions. It is
a natural hedge. Example: 2015 worst year for upstream, best year for
downstream.

• This is the reason integrated companies are able to pay dividends and defend
their share price.

• Oil prices are decided by OPEC, geopolitics, natural disasters, as well as economic
growth. Product prices are mainly derivatives of economic performance.

• Crude production flows are a function of refining needs. Product flows are very
much functions of environmental specifications, infrastructural limitations, as
well as storage availability.

• The US has the best refining system worldwide (cracking-to-distillate ratio),
followed by Korea. In India, the Reliance refinery is the best in the world and in
China, Sinopec’s system is very sophisticated. European refineries are way
behind. New Middle East refineries are all state of the art.

• US refined products exports are the largest in the world. Asia will need huge
exports of US gasoline in the future. Europe’s dependence on diesel will
continue. Latin America is a major importer of US refined products.
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Refining is the Invisible Element in Oil Security
Think back to the early 70s and the later Oil Embargo. Why was Gaddafi so 
important? 

Libya’s oil reserves were never impressive by world standards. 

Why was a minor player able to threaten the oil companies into making major 
concessions?

It was all about crude oil quality versus refining capability. 

Without Libya’s light, sweet crudes, many simple refineries (especially in Europe) 
couldn’t produce the products needed. 

Even if they had all the crude they needed from Russia or Saudi Arabia or 
Venezuela, it would have been the wrong kind of crude for their refineries, and 
there would have been shortages of gasoline, diesel, and many grades of fuel oil.

Even though it’s easier to talk about international energy security as if ‘crude’ 
is the key, industries and consumers don’t use crude. They use gasoline, jet 
fuel, diesel, and fuel oil. 

If there’s a supply shortage that affects national commerce, it’s a shortage in 
the supply of refined products.
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Crude and Refining: Same Supply Chain, Different Dynamics
Talking crude is more fun. But refining is where the rubber meets the road.

CRUDE OIL REFINED PRODUCTS
  Natural Resource   Manufactured Product
  Vast Variation in Quality   Qualities Controlled by Laws/Standards
  Accidents of Geology   Multibillion Dollar Investment Decisions
  Very Political:   Mosaic of Free Markets and Protectionism:

OPEC (and Russia, and...) No OPEC in refining
NOCs dominate Unlevel playing field: NOCs, IOCs, JVs…

  Margins often huge   Margins usually limited (sometimes negative)
  Risk profile (Simple):   Risk profile ('Triple Squeeze'):

Crude prices - Production Cost Product Prices  - Crude Prices - Refining Costs

Some Venezuelan crudes are so heavy, they sink in water. Some other crudes and
condensates are so light, they need to be tightly contained to prevent evaporation.

Refining is the link between crude and actual demands.

This wouldn’t be interesting if most refining systems were alike. But there are major
differences—and the US is radically different from the world average.
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US Refining Dynamics Have Been Upside-Down Recently
The US has long had the most sophisticated refining system on the planet. This greatly 
enhances our security…but the Shale Gale has thrown things out of balance.

There are two major factors at play in refining technology: Cracking—making heavy 
products lighter―and upgrading (improving quality). 

Other countries have accelerated cracking and upgrading. But the US still has more than 
any other country. The US has 36% of all cracking in the world. Until recently, it had most 
of the coking (heavy cracking) capacity in the world.

For decades, the US has been geared to making clean, light products out of the dirtiest, 
heaviest crudes in the world—mostly from Venezuela, Mexico, and Canada. We ought to 
be processing these crudes. We’re equipped. Setting up equivalent capacities elsewhere 
would require hundreds of billions in redundant investments…and emissions!

The irony is that the new wave of oil from shale in the US is clean, and light. Which is 
what everybody else needs…except the US refiners.
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US Refiners (Some) Profited, But Life Isn’t Simple
The lifting of the export ban helps make the market sensible, but…

US refining profited from the crude-export ban, because it made US crude underpriced.

The US product export boom was partly because of distortions from the export ban. And 
partly from distortions from the Jones Act.

But it has also suffered. The Jones Act makes it cheaper in many places to import 
products with one hand, while exporting products on the other—because it’s cheaper 
not to use US vessels. The US West Coast paid astronomical prices for crude when US 
Gulf refiners were getting massive discounts.

And US refiners saw tankers sail on past New York and New Jersey because it was 
cheaper to export oil to Canada than to go between ports in the US. In Hawaii, the 
price of crude imports shot sky-high for years, as the price fell in most of the US.

And partly from the fact the world needs US cracking and upgrading.
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Life is About to Get More Complicated, but it’s About Refining
It’s a big story when everything is about OPEC, but it’s not the main story

The IMO regulations are about to tighten sulfur specifications on ship bunkers 
worldwide. For years, ship bunkers have been where the world refining industry 
dumped substandard products.  Suddenly, in 2020 (big surprise!) …it will change.

This will require massive cracking, and especially coking. Without US capacity, it’s 
not at all clear it’s feasible. 

Although the US product export boom was partly because of the export ban, the world 
market has reoriented around a central role for the US refiners. The crude feed isn’t an 
issue. The capability of the US refining industry is an issue.

Domestic specifications continue to tighten in many countries. Many export-
oriented refineries have gone for Euro IV or V specs.  India will be Euro VIII by 2020.

It used to be that diesel/gasoil was dirty (5,000 ppm sulfur) and jet was clean (3,000 
ppm sulfur). But now much of diesel is 10-15 ppm versus 3,000 ppm jet. 
International  constraints on jet (maybe 5 ppm?) is a massive change.
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Higher product 
demand

Even more focus 
on operating costs

Increasing global 
product trade

Lower refinery 
investment
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Low Crude Prices Having Consequences for Refiners
Many refiners struggling to keep up; product trade becoming more important
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US Refiners Rising to the Challenge
US has become a major international supplier of LPG, gasoline, and distillate
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US Products Imports
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Imports has fallen by 40% in the last 10 years, especially from Latin America

* 2016 numbers are average Jan-Jun 2016.
** Numbers in parentheses are 2016 average volumes for the regions.
*** North America is all Canada.
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US Products Exports
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* 2016 numbers are average Jan-Jun 2016.
** Numbers in parentheses are 2016 average volumes for the regions.
*** North America is all Canada.

Increasing gasoline and distillate exports to LatAm and increasing LPG exports to Asia
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US Products Trade Balance
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North America (3 kb/d) Latin America (1875 kb/d) Europe (301 kb/d)

Africa (-5 kb/d) Middle East (Gulf) (10 kb/d) FSU (-369 kb/d)

Asia Pacific (675 kb/d) Total

* 2016 numbers are average Jan-Jun 2016.
** Numbers in parentheses in are 2016 average volumes for the regions.
*** North America is all Canada.

Net imports of 2.5 mmb/d in 2005 have turned into net exports of 2.5 mmb/d in 2016!
The US is a major player in the global product markets
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US LPG Trade Balance
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Africa (19 kb/d) Middle East (Gulf) (0 kb/d) FSU (26 kb/d)

Asia Pacific (434 kb/d) LPG Balance

* 2016 numbers are average Jan-Jun 2016.
** Numbers in parentheses are 2016 average volumes for the regions.
*** North America is all Canada.

US LPG exports are growing towards 1 mmb/d!
Growing petchem demand especially in Asia is fuelling demand
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US Gasoline Trade Balance
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Africa (-13 kb/d) Middle East (Gulf) (0 kb/d) FSU (-31 kb/d)

Asia Pacific (-51 kb/d) Gasoline Balance

* 2016 numbers are average Jan-Jun 2016.
** Numbers in parentheses are 2016 average volumes for the regions.
*** North America is all Canada.
^ Gasoline here is a total of finished motor gasoline and gasoline blending components.

US became a net gasoline exporter for the first time in 2016; exports will continue growing
Global gasoline demand growing as diesel loses favor
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US Distillate Trade Balance
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North America (-86 kb/d) Latin America (754 kb/d) Europe (271 kb/d)

Africa (63 kb/d) Middle East (Gulf) (-3 kb/d) FSU (-2 kb/d)
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* 2016 numbers are average Jan-Jun 2016.
** Numbers in parentheses are 2016 average volumes for the regions.
*** North America is all Canada.

US net distillate exports have exceeded 1 mmb/d in 2016!
Distillate will likely be the growth product post-2025
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World Oil Demand Growth by Region—Asia Still Dominates
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Asian demand increasing by over 800 kb/d before slowing to a more modest 450 kb/d
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Refinery Additions and Closures, 2016-2025
Asia Grassroots Refineries

Australia

Lytton (2022)
-101 kb/cd

Australia

Geelong (2022)
-105 kb/cd

Japan

Various (2017)
-386 kb/cd

Malaysia

RAPID (2020)
+279 kb/cd

Vietnam

Nghi Son (2018)
+186 kb/cd

South Korea

Seosan* (2017)
+102 kb/cd

* Condensate splitter

Taiwan

Dalin* (2017)
+47 kb/cd

China

2016
CNOOC Taizhou
60 kb/cd
PetroChina Yunnan
260 kb/cd
2020:
Sinopec Zhanjiang
300 kb/cd
Sinopec/USI Zhangzhou
320 kb/cd
2021:
Sinopec Caofeidian
240 kb/cd
CNPC/PDVSA Jieyang
400 kb/cd
2023:
Sinopec Caojing
400 kb/cd

China

Sinopec Gaoqiao (2023)
-226 kb/cd
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Major Refinery Projects in the Middle East

Sitra: 93 kb/d - 2020
BAPCO

Yanbu: 372 kb/d - 2015
YASREF –
Saudi Aramco/Sinopec 
Domestic + Exports

Ruwais: 388 kb/d - 2015
ADNOC
Domestic + Exports 

Ras Laffan II: 136 kb/d - 2016
QP (84%), Total (10%), plus others

Sohar: 76 kb/d - 2017
ORPIC

Persian Gulf Star Phase III: 
112 kb/d - 2018 1Q
NIORDC

Persian Gulf Star Phases I and II: 
223 kb/d - 2017 1Q and 3Q
NIORDC

Jubail: 372 kb/d - 2013
SATORP - Saudi Aramco/Total
Domestic + Exports

Clean Fuel Project: 
Combined 744 kb/d - 2018 
KNPC

Abadan: 335 
kb/cd - 2020 
NIORDC

Key: Recent additions    Firm and likely projects by 2025    Ongoing upgrade projects by 2025

Jizan: 372 kb/d - 2019
Aramco

Bandar Abbas: 307 kb/d - 2017 
NIORDC

Siraf Condensate Splitter 
Complex: 224 kb/d – 4 (of 8) 
projects from 2022 to 2025
SRIC + Private Sector
Exports

Pars Condensate Splitter: 112 kb/d 
2023
NIORDC

Karbala: 130 kb/d - 2022
INOC/ORA

Basra: 195 kb/d - 2017 4Q
SRC

Bazian: 84 kb/d 
2022 
KRG

Al-Zour: 572 kb/d 
2021/2022
KPC

Al-Duqm: 214 kb/d  
2023

Fujairah: 186 kb/d - 2023
IPIC JV
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East of Suez Net Product Balances 
Naphtha and gasoline imports continue to dominate even after refinery investment
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The World Needs US Refining

Global demand for LPG and transport fuels, especially gasoline, continues to 
increase

Refinery investment is lagging behind

Utilization of established refinery capacity will increase

Growing markets of Asia and Latin America will need support

US refiners ideally suited to meet their needs 
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